A behind-the-scenes look at MICHAEL S. GAZZANIGA’s seminal work on the split-brain theory

“Big questions are Gazzaniga’s stock in trade.”
—New York Times

“[A]n essential read for scientists young and old, policy makers, and an informed public.”
—Marcus E. Raichle, professor at the Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis

“The story of how science works interwoven with the life of a brilliant scientist. . . . A marvelous, exciting adventure, elegantly written.”
—Daniel J. Levitin, author of This Is Your Brain on Music: The Science of a Human Obsession

“In this beautiful narrative, Gazzaniga weaves together his own scientific achievements and gives us insight into the importance of his role as an inspired educator who single-handedly established the field of cognitive neuroscience. The deep philosophical implications of his work and the thrill of his journey reveal a life that has been enriched by science and enhanced by family, friends, fun, and humor.”
—Emilio Bizzi, M.D., Ph.D, MIT
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**Assistant/Associate/Full Professor**

The Department of Neural and Behavioral Sciences, Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine invites applications from outstanding candidates for multiple tenure-eligible faculty positions at the Assistant or Associate Professor level. Successful candidates will be expected to have, or to establish, an active research program in neuroscience. Exceptional senior candidates with well-established research programs may also be considered.

The Department of Neural and Behavioral Sciences has developed excellence in a number of areas including central control of visceral organs, vision science, and the neurobiology of addiction. We will consider candidates whose expertise complements that of our existing programs, however, candidates using innovative approaches to study any aspect of neuroscience will be considered. Details of the departmental research interests can be found at our website [http://www2.med.psu.edu/nbs/](http://www2.med.psu.edu/nbs/)

The Department of Neural and Behavioral Sciences provides a competitive start-up package, remodeled laboratory space, excellent core facilities, and extensive opportunities for collaborative research and participation in graduate training programs.

Candidates should hold a Ph.D., M.D. or equivalent degree, and are asked to submit current curriculum vitae, statement of research interests and goals, and the names of at least three references.

Apply to job 55231 at [http://aptrkr.com/565786](http://aptrkr.com/565786)
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- *The Journal of Neuroscience* is available for comprehensive and universal mobile access.
- Gain quick access to *The Journal* articles, table of contents, and the features you have come to expect from the premier journal in the field
- Connect to *The Journal* from virtually any mobile device, anywhere a web connection is available
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